COLLABORATIVE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT YIELDS TANGIBLE BUSINESS BENEFITS
WITH EXPENSIVE CONSTRUCTION TEAMS ON SITE, PLANT PARTS CLIENTS RELY ON A RAPID
SERVICE TO GET THEIR HEAVY EQUIPMENT BACK UP AND RUNNING. THE IPSWICH-BASED FIRM
DEPENDS ON A RELIABLE BACK OFFICE SYSTEM AND AN EXTENSIVE AND EASY-TO-USE PUBLIC
FACING CATALOGUE OF PARTS TO SERVICE THEIR CUSTOMERS AND MAINTAIN INVENTORY.
BACKGROUND
Plant Parts is one of Europe’s leading
independent parts specialists. Delivering
an expert service for final drive gearboxes
and travel motors, Plant Parts offers new,
aftermarket, reconditioned and used
parts for a range of construction and
industrial machinery.
THE STORY SO FAR
IJYI and Plant Parts have been working
together for over three years. A partnership
built on trust, IJYI has established a close
working relationship with the Plant Parts
team to ensure effective collaboration.
Sitting at the heart of the Plant Parts
business operations is their business critical
‘Final Drives System’. This system is used for
two separate sales streams; the Partner
Website and the Public Offering.

quotes. End-users and partners have the
ability to search the Plant Parts extensive
database to discover availability of specific
parts – both new and reconditioned.
In the initial engagement IJYI performed
a migration of a legacy Microsoft Access
Database to provide flexibility, resiliency
and disaster recover capability. After the
success of this piece of work, Plant Parts
asked IJYI to begin adding additional
products to the Final Drives System. This
involved IJYI working closely with the Plant
Parts team to establish an understanding
of each other’s working processes.
The next step was for IJYI to rewrite and
redesign the Public Offering to improve
ease of use and customer experience. This
was a major piece of work that had direct
impacts on the Plant Parts business.

The Partner Website is used as a sales tool,
which includes access for internal sales
teams. The Public Offering allows end users
to enquire about availability and to request
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IJYI’S COLLABORATIVE APPROACH HAS
MEANT THAT WE HAVE BEEN FULLY
ENGAGED IN THE PROJECT AT EVERY
STAGE. THEIR TEAM IS HIGHLY
COMPETENT AND BRINGS A LEVEL
OF CREATIVITY AND FLAIR, WHICH
HAS MEANT THAT WE’VE NOT ONLY
ACHIEVED THE RESULTS WE HOPED
FOR, BUT THE PROCESS HAS BEEN
AN ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE”
RICHARD FINCH,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
PLANT PARTS

INSTEAD OF PINNING EVERYTHING ON A DEFINED SCOPE,
OR EVEN A TECHNOLOGY SET, THE TEAM (INCLUDING THE
CLIENT) CONTINUALLY ASKED TWO QUESTIONS: WHAT IS
THE MAIN GOAL FOR THE BUSINESS THIS YEAR? DOES THIS
WORK ITEM HELP TO ACHIEVE THAT? THIS FOCUS ENSURED
THAT WE ALL MOVED IN THE SAME DIRECTION AT
SIGNIFICANT PACE.”
JOHN NICHOLSON, CO-FOUNDER, IJYI

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONALITY
AND RESILIENCY
IJYI then continued with this programme
of work by adding a Hydraulic Pump
product set to the Final Drives System,
and more products are still being added
to further improve the service. Being
able to easily add new product sets,
often with bespoke requirements, was
key to increasing Plant Parts’ coverage
of specialist parts and to allow their
continued success. The processes that
IJYI implemented over the course of the
project has meant that development
processes have been streamlined and
the code base has been made more
stable. Automated deployments and
regular releases have been introduced,
improving speed of delivery and a
known cadence for releases.
WHY IJYI?
A key consideration when deciding
on who to work with on a long-term
basis was a combination of technical
expertise and trust. IJYI has a highly
skilled team with a wide range of
technical capabilities. Recognised as
Microsoft Gold Partners for DevOps
and Application Development, IJYI was
able to satisfy Plant Parts’ need for
technical expertise. This, combined

RESULTS
with IJYI’s fresh approach to bespoke
software development, meant that
Plant Parts found a partner that could
work with them to deliver tangible
benefits to the business.
Using Agile methodologies IJYI worked
collaboratively with Plant Parts and
adopted a continuous integration
process. Daily update calls, and ongoing
dialogue throughout, enabled
continuous progress tracking.
Collaboration is key to the success of
any project and IJYI clients are always
invited to work closely with the team
on customer projects. Clients are
encouraged to be hands-on, making
changes and asking questions as the
project progresses. This can be achieved
in a variety of ways; one of the most
successful is when clients join IJYI’s daily
15 minute scrum and planning sessions.
Clients are given access to and are able
to create work items, and indicate
sign-off in project tracking tools –
really making clients a part of the
development team rather than sitting
on the outside. Working this way
engages customers in the journey
and ensures a successful outcome.

• Increase of over 37% in unique
users to public website 1 *
• Doubled number of quotes requested
• Doubled conversion rate of quotes
• More users are requesting
multiple quotes
TECHNOLOGIES
• ASP .Net MVC • SQL Server 2014
• SQL Server Reporting Services
• SQL Server Integration Services
• Entity Framework
• NFeature
• AngularJS

* Measured over a 5 month period from
1st Jan 2017 to 31st May 2017 compared
to the same period in 2016

ABOUT IJYI

CONTACT

Specialists in bespoke software development and DevOps
Consultancy, IJYI prides itself on face-to-face communication
and customer collaboration to deliver real customer value that
is directly aligned to business goals. The exceptional technical
team includes Project Managers, Agile Coaches, Business
Analysts, Architects and Developers – offering a range of
services, including bespoke development, DevOps Consultancy,
Cloud Hosting and Support, and IJYI Messaging Pipeline.
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E: martin.dumbill@ijyi.com
P: +44 (0) 1473 558748
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